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"Who are you?" Ye Chen's eyes were bright and wanted to find out the woman in front of him, but what 

appeared in his reincarnation eyes was just a chaotic fog. 

 

"Don't look." the woman in green smiled. "I'm just a wooden comb around the fairy. I'm infected with 

aura and turn into a man. I protect the medicine garden for the fairy." 

 

The gentle woman in front of me is a wooden comb? 

 

The three never thought of it. 

 

However, they immediately understood that the fairy referred to by the wooden comb lady was the 

Jianjia fairy. 

 

Jianjia fairy was only one step away from the realm of Hongjun's ancestors. 

 

But later, for some reason, Jianjia fairy got seriously ill and finally fell. 

 

For a strong man at the peak, this is an incredible thing. 

 

Hongjun's ancestor was always unwilling to disclose the real cause of his death, which has become a 

favorite point for future generations. 

 

"Excuse me, sir, is there a tear pool left by Hongjun's ancestor and Jianjia fairy?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 



 

The wooden comb girl nodded and immediately looked to the other side. 

 

"Yes, it's there, but you may have to speed up a little." 

 

Said the wooden comb woman. 

 

"Elder, how do you say that?" Ye Chen's heart suddenly clicked. Sure enough, he guessed. 

 

Someone has been here. 

 

Is there anyone else who has reached this place besides himself? 

 

Ye Chen thought it was very possible. After all, the prohibition of xuanhai was released, and the place he 

knew was also taken from the supreme goddess. 

 

What if other top powers have such information in their hands? 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen couldn't help being more vigilant. 

 

He and the two continued to walk along the path. I don't know how long they walked. There was a vast 

white fog around. 

 

On the way, Ji Siqing suddenly gave a cry. 

 

"What's the matter?" Ye Chen immediately asked. 

 

"I seem to feel... The blood of the Phoenix! I don't know whether it's true or false, but the ancient 

Phoenix family has completely disappeared!" 

 



"Let's go and have a look." 

 

Without saying a word, ye Chen came here. He saw a rosy peak with a phoenix on it. 

 

The ancient Phoenix family really exists here! 

 

"You want to enter the tear pool, don't you?" 

 

The Phoenix opened a pair of long and narrow Phoenix eyes. His voice was cold and cold without any 

emotion. 

 

"Yes, sir, we're going there." 

 

"The tear pool is the final test and treats everyone equally. No matter how strong you are, once you 

enter it, the realm will be suppressed. Do you want to continue?" 

 

This ancient Phoenix seems to have experienced a long time, and its eyes are full of vicissitudes. 

 

"Of course!" Ye Chen said without hesitation. 

 

The ancient Phoenix reached its head slightly, and he looked at Ji Siqing. 

 

"You are the inheritor of the Phoenix divine fire and one of the successors of the phoenix ancient body! 

There is another inheritance of the Phoenix itself, but you can only get it after passing the test of the 

tear pool." 

 

Hearing this, Ji Siqing was pleasantly surprised. 

 

The ancient Phoenix spread its arms to block out the sky and the sun. The red clouds bloomed. In the 

blink of an eye, the stars changed. They have come to the vast universe. 



 

Ye Chen also passed through the starry sky, but at this time, the ancient Phoenix suddenly turned and 

looked at him. 

 

"You... Have contact with Hongjun's ancestor!" 

 

The ancient Phoenix looked a little strange. It immediately asked. 

 

"Yes." Ye Chen didn't deny it. 

 

The ancient Phoenix's eyes lit up a bright flame, as if he saw through everything hidden in Ye Chen's 

body. 

 

A simple piece of iron emerges and floats slowly. If you explore deeply, you will find that it hides vast 

power. 

 

"This is what Hongjun left behind. It seems that he chose you. Come with me. There may be something 

you want." 

 

When the ancient Phoenix talked about the name of Hongjun's ancestor, it did not respect and add as 

much as the people in the world of heaven, but took a faint trace of disdain. 

 

Ye Chen was a little strange, but he didn't ask much. 

 

As they walked and talked, they knew the true identity of the ancient Phoenix. It was turned into a 

feather. 

 

Its noumenon is the Phoenix beast left by the Jianjia fairy in ancient times. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help sighing in the bottom of her heart that these things lived too long, almost across 

the width of the whole history. 



 

The secrets they know are definitely among the best. 

 

But at this time, ye Chen suddenly saw a bead surrounded by thunder, which could be as thick as the 

trunk. 

 

Before they reached them, the bead burst out a bright brilliance. 

 

Chaotic lightning swept away and never stopped for a moment. 

 

The original quiet ancient land has now become boiling like a volcano. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that the bead would burst and hurt people. 

 

The first person to take action was the demon emperor who covered the sky. In his eyes, the black light 

flickered, as if there were blood and gas lines to break free and come between heaven and earth! 

 

The Dragon chopping and worshipping heaven came from the dark starry sky and the ancient road, 

which was almost formed in an instant. 

 

The blood light and thunder light were intertwined and broke out continuously. 

 

Ji Siqing also planned to help, but he was stopped by Ye Chen. 

 

"We don't have to move! Just wait for the result." 
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Ye Chen's deep eyes seemed to see through something. 



 

The old phoenix seemed surprised and explained without delay: 

 

"This bead was born in the tear pool and can be called the patron saint of the pool." 

 

Boom! 

 

Beheading the dragon to worship the heaven is like an ancient beast with bloody fangs, blocking all this 

space field. 

 

The bead also showed a little face. It was white and transparent, as smooth as jade, and slowly 

circulated, emitting thousands of Ruixia. 

 

But the appearance is wrapped with jumping thunder, winding constantly surging and surging, and the 

weather is very amazing. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that the bead was so bright and holy and inaccessible. It was like a Jedi warrior 

defending the final glory alone. 

 

"Well, let's stop. Hongjun's father has made arrangements for this!" 

 

The ancient Phoenix said faintly. Sure enough, after a moment, the jade like beads stopped. 

 

Taking advantage of this opportunity, ye Chen's body turned into a virtual shadow and floated forward. 

At the same time, he ejected the iron block given by Hong Jun and penetrated the bead. 

 

The bead paused for a moment and became incomparably soft in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen knows that this guy has chosen to compromise. 

 



"Go! Let's go to the tear pool." 

 

The devil emperor of the sky also took back the Dragon sacrifice and followed. 

 

But sooner or later, in the void not far away, a killing opportunity suddenly appeared, and a Yanyue long 

knife came through the air, 

 

There is blood dripping on the sharp blade! 

 

Such a murderous spirit suddenly caught people off guard. In a short moment, even the spirit became 

slow. 

 

As strong as ye Chen, there was a tremor in his heart! The body seems to be fixed and can't move. 

 

The spear was fleeting. It bounced away the devil emperor and Ji Siqing, as if they had formed a cage in 

place to completely block Ye Chen. 

 

The demon emperor of Zhetian quickly took out the dragon to sacrifice to the sky. The dark golden 

magic Qi gathered on the blade like a raging tide, chopping waves and destroying the sky and earth. 

 

He never thought that there was an enemy hidden in it! Attack in front of them. 

 

Ji Siqing was also very angry. 

 

"Go away!" 

 

She drank, and the flames burst out like lava. 

 

The bright Phoenix wings have encountered great resistance! 

 



Everything only happened between lightning and flint. Ye Chen was shocked because the reincarnation 

blood could not resist the battle spear. 

 

What kind of existence can we ignore the Qi mechanism of reincarnation blood? 

 

But there's no time to think so much. 

 

Ye Chen adopted the most direct means. 

 

It can quickly mobilize the most direct power through collective induction with the magical powers, 

treasures and artifacts on the body. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

With his angry roar, there was a black object between the palms of his hands, which turned out 

impressively. 

 

Boom! 

 

That thing hit the ground hard, amplified at a high speed, and connected with the light splashed from ye 

Chen's eyebrows, as if to burn the void. 

 

The spirit is boiling and roaring, making a very high voice of war. 

 

A lacquer black dragon door emitting a thick dark smell is completely presented in front of Ye Chen. 

 

The invincible war spear was suppressed by this dragon gate. No matter how it struggled, it could not 

shake a penny! 

 

What ye Chen calls out is the black dragon gate, one of the nine gates of the famine. 



 

He didn't expect that the one who saved his life at the last minute was the black dragon gate that had 

been silent for a long time! 

 

"Who are you? I don't seem to have a grudge against you?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned and asked in a deep voice. 

 

Brush! 

 

The creatures there did not answer, but continued to attack. In the void, another murderous big knife 

broke through the air and rolled up thousands of threats. 

 

When ye Chen saw this cold horizontal sound, he did not intend to continue to ask, but waved the 

Longyuan Heavenly Sword and struck forward. 

 

Qiang! 

 

A sword and a knife collided with each other, and the glow suddenly burst into the sky. Two terrible war 

spirits intertwined to kill the stars. It was like a lit brilliant fireworks, bang, and blew up the whole starry 

universe. 

 

After the two fought, ye Chen took two steps back, but he found that the power of the big knife had 

weakened. 

 

At this time, the reincarnation blood was finally unsealed, like a surging river, which shook the other 

party's big knife to pieces. At the same time, he heard a sad cry, and something fell from the void. 

 

He fell on his back and didn't know whether he was dead or alive. 

 

When I came closer, it was actually a yellow weasel, which was dying. 



 

This weasel is definitely not an ordinary monster, at least at the level of archaic heritage. 

 

It manipulated two weapons with amazing lethality to attack Ye Chen, and these two weapons were 

superb and extremely difficult to guard against. 

 

It's a pity that the weasel has wide eyes and drives the crane West. Soon, his body disappears with the 

wind. 

 

But ye Chen found something unusual. 

 

Before the weasel dissipated, he found that his eyes were dull and his body had many white spots, as if 

he had been dead for a long time. 

 

With such doubts, ye Chen and the three men set out again. 

 

During this period, we encountered another attack by a winged dragon! 

 

This two winged flying dragon is more ferocious than the weasel. It is as red as blood, and even its eyes 

are full of a sea of blood. 

 

The wings on both sides rushed straight into the sky, burst out terrible concussion sound waves, turned 

into towering ripples, and rushed towards Ye Chen. 

 

Buzz! 

 

The disaster Sky Sword radiates divine power, and the disaster gas sweeps across the sky and covers the 

earth. 

 

Finally, with a gorgeous brilliance exploding, the winged flying dragon screamed and died. 

 



After ye Chen killed the flying dragon, he didn't relax, but frowned more and more. 

 

Because he found that the flying dragon had already died! There is no soul and consciousness at all. 

 

The attack just now is more like being manipulated. 

 

Whether the weasel or the flying dragon, their strength has reached the level of an animal king. Why did 

they die here? 

 

Ye Chen thought of what the ancient Phoenix said at the door. The stronger the strength, the greater 

the crisis. 

 

"Both monsters are not living beings, but more like manipulated puppets. Do you think there are others 

behind them?" 

 

The emperor's concern is not unreasonable. 

 

He practiced the devil's way and knew that the magic of the devil's way was changeable and difficult to 

guess. However, the technique of controlling puppets is not listed in the supreme supernatural power of 

the thirty-three days. 

 

However, the actual combat effect may not be worse than the so-called artifact. 

 

"If someone manipulates behind, it will certainly leave some clues. I prefer that these two monsters are 

contaminated with the evil smell here, so I will make such a move!" 

 

Ji Siqing's small face was thinking. 

 

In a word, the secret place under the sea is not as simple as they thought. 

 

I'm afraid it will take some time to reach the tear pool. 
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And ye Chen also felt a little strange about the two strands of residual spiritual thoughts at the door. 

 

"Wait for me here first! I'll be right back." 

 

Ye Chen took out the Longyuan Heavenly Sword and handed it to the demon emperor of Zhetian, 

injecting a breath of reincarnation blood on it. 

 

"I suspect someone is secretly watching. Set obstacles according to our route. You keep moving slowly. 

Let me look back." 

 

Both of them nodded and felt that ye Chen's method was feasible. 

 

Ye Chen said that he would no longer stay, but urged his body method to return along the original road. 

 

Where he came, mountains and rivers stood, rivers ran, and endless fields. 

 

But when ye Chen returned along the original track again, all these scenes disappeared, leaving only 

desolation. 

 

The twilight was so heavy that there was no end to it. 

 

Ye Chen's heart suddenly sank. He accelerated and rushed to the place where he first arrived. There was 

no ancient Phoenix, but a pile of rubble piled up quietly. 

 

Finally, he came to the place he had just arrived! There is a medicine garden where herbs with strong 

aura grow, and the residual soul Hall of Jianjia fairy is guarded here. 



 

The medicine garden is still there, and the stone house is still in place. 

 

But there is no vitality! 

 

In the dark brown soil, there are only rotten residual roots. How can you grow into a panacea like this? 

 

Ye Chen's mind was shocked. 

 

Looking around, there is no vegetation everywhere, only scorched earth. 

 

"What level of deception is it that is so real? Is it beyond the formula of array words?" 

 

To tell the truth, ye Chen was a little shocked. 

 

Before he came in, he also opened the reincarnation heavenly eye, just to argue between true and false. 

 

But reincarnation heavenly eye didn't notice any problem! 

 

Looks like they've got it! 

 

As soon as ye Chen read this, he immediately turned back. 

 

But he hasn't gone far, and the surrounding space has changed dramatically. 

 

A creepy scene appeared! 

 

I saw that in the void, one by one, like zombie heads, with a pale smile on their faces. 

 



There are human warriors, monsters, and strange demon orcs. 

 

Those dead bodies gathered together, like countless fierce ghosts, came out of the cage one after 

another, showing an incomparably powerful momentum, falling from the sky to swallow Ye Chen! 

 

Buzz! 

 

Disaster Sky Sword and wild devil Sky Sword protect their left and right at the same time. The sword Qi 

forms a Dharma array barrier to temporarily isolate those dead bodies. 

 

"These corpses have rotted for thousands of years. They are not afraid of the attack of psychic magic. 

I'm afraid the people behind them will be unscrupulous because they see this!" 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen could not help gnashing his teeth. 

 

The dead outside are unconscious and won't stop attacking. 

 

Even if ye Chen uses sword Qi, he can only divide them into corpses and can't explode them. 

 

Before long, it will make a comeback, as if endless. 

 

"In that case... I can only take a chance!" 

 

In this undersea world, ye Chen's strength has also been suppressed seriously, so that he can't show his 

amazing means. 

 

He opened the protective cover around himself to reincarnate his blood, protect the spirit and prepare 

for departure. 

 

Sure enough, those dead bodies seemed to be beasts who smelled the fragrance, rushed at him one 

after another, and drowned it in a moment. 



 

Even with preparation, ye Chen was dazzled by the souls left here. There were countless wronged souls 

in front of him, roaring with resentment, as if to tear up the world. 

 

After ye Chen let go of his defense, his body suffered a lot of trauma. 

 

But it was just like this that he seized the opportunity and suddenly opened his eyes. The reincarnation 

blood hidden in the depths of his blood was burning and boiling! 

 

In just a few breaths, ye Chen's flesh was nearly cracked, bleeding, and his bones were exposed. Those 

dead bodies immediately changed their forms and constantly impacted Ye Chen's soul. 

 

Ye Chen kept the last thread of the bottom line, kept Qingming and suddenly launched the reincarnation 

blood, just like a beast hidden in the dark. His eyes were cold and ate at the right time. 

 

Any object in direct contact with reincarnation blood, whether it is an ancient relic or an ancient 

immortal soul, can not escape. 

 

The reincarnation blood turns into a bloody storm, which permeates the whole body. Wrap all the dead 

bodies, and the thick blood curtain can swallow them. 

 

Ye Chen sat cross legged, absorbed the pure energy left by these dead bodies, assimilated it into fresh 

blood circulation, and recovered from the injury. 

 

I don't know how long it took, the flesh finally completely recovered! Ye Chen's body suddenly trembled, 

then opened his eyes, and burst out, disturbing the void in front of him. 

 

"I'm afraid they're in a hurry!" 

 

Ye Chen got up and felt the surging power from his limbs and bones, so he couldn't help accelerating his 

speed. 

 



However, when he returned to the originally agreed place, the shadow of the demon emperor and Ji 

Siqing had disappeared. 

 

There are still traces after the fierce battle! 

 

Ye Chen's pupil suddenly shrinks. He knows that they are in danger. 

 

"Reincarnation heavenly eye: Blood pole magic pupil!" 

 

Ye Chen's mind contains many magical powers, which are carried by the dead bodies. 

 

Many of them are ancient relics, and even Warcraft in the prehistoric era. 

 

Until now, there are few supernatural powers and skills left. 

 

The blood pole demon pupil is a natural magic power of a wild bat Warcraft. It can reproduce the scene 

in the past three days and reverse heaven and earth. It is very powerful. 
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Ye Chen closed his eyes and opened his third eye. Although he only realized the introductory exploration 

method, it was enough to reproduce the scene an hour or two ago. 

 

It turned out that changes had taken place here shortly after he left. 

 

A giant with a cracked mountain and no nose and no eyes walks out of it. The attack method almost 

sweeps through the ages, with the power of Pangu giant! 

 



The demon emperor of Zhetian summoned the dragon to sacrifice to the heaven. Ji Siqing used the 

rosefinch gate and failed to destroy the giant! 

 

In desperation, they had to flee first. 

 

And the giant chased it. 

 

It's going south! 

 

Ye Chen quickly moved. He put on the gold armor floating from the red dust God pulse and forcibly used 

the power of the virtual monument in this forbidden place. 

 

Even though he was strongly backfired, he finally pulled out a trace of space-time force to cross several 

dimensions and reach another battlefield. 

 

The devil emperor and Ji Siqing are here. They seem to be struggling in the face of the fierce attack of 

the giant. 

 

Because the giant is almost integrated with the towering rules of such taboo places. Waving is the rolling 

of space. Looking up, time goes back. 

 

As long as the giant wants, he can create a new rule and appear immediately to suppress them. 

 

Ye Chen immediately stepped out of the void and participated in the battlefield. The three reincarnation 

heavenly swords had already broken away from the shackles of secular rules and were listed as a square 

array around it. 

 

The demon emperor of the sky suddenly looked shocked and said, "Ye Chen! We found the location of 

the tear pool, but we were blocked by this unknown giant!" 

 

The devil emperor's finger turned to a place. Ye Chen looked carefully. There seemed to be auspicious 

blooms and rosy clouds rising. 



 

"OK! You go first. I'll come after I get rid of him." 

 

Ye Chen fully integrated the Shinto order, rules and chains contained in those dead bodies, and had a 

better understanding of the laws between heaven and earth. 

 

A great war broke out between them, which can be described as earth shaking. 

 

The power of countless laws is unmatched. Even the creatures on the sea feel this movement and wake 

up from their sleep, surprised and suspicious. 

 

Finally, ye Chen killed the giant and smashed his hard body at the cost of bone fracture. 

 

Blood splashed and white bones flew everywhere. 

 

Ye Chen lay on the ground and took a deep breath. His whole body was covered with wounds, and the 

bones of his arm were broken into several pieces. 

 

A trace of blood is connected to the bone. Slowly pull it together and reassemble it. 

 

"If there were no rules here, why bother so much..." 

 

Ye Chen can't remember clearly. How long hasn't there been such a close to death hand to hand 

combat? 

 

However, after these two wars, the improvement of the physical body is more significant. 

 

And he himself understood the new method of melee! It may play an unexpected role in the future. 

 

Next, ye Chen came to the top of a mountain pointed by the demon emperor. 



 

They had arrived here, but they stood by the mountain spring pool with a dignified look. 

 

"Is there anything unusual here?" 

 

Ye Chen walked over and asked. 

 

At this time, he saw clearly that the top of the mountain was connected with the clouds, with thunder 

connected into a sky curtain, jumping and flashing, mixed with a layer of chaos. 

 

What meets the thunder is a green bamboo forest. 

 

Those bamboos grow very high and bear the sky. The bamboos are green and jade like, emitting a vast 

ancient flavor. 

 

Among them is a bamboo, which is very eye-catching and directly inserted into the sky. There are 

Colorful streamers all over the bamboo body, which is incomparably gorgeous. 

 

These bamboos stand here, but people feel that they are sacred things that can only be owned in the 

ancient era. 

 

It can break the evil, remove the curse and cleanse the universe. 

 

But that's not the most important thing. 

 

The real protagonist is the pond that nourishes this bamboo forest. 

 

The pool is not large, about equal to a small lake. The water surface is sparkling and clear. It looks no 

different from an ordinary pool. 

 



But according to Ye Chen's understanding, the water in the tear pool is the tears left by the Jianjia fairy! 

 

The tears of an immortal, after thousands of years, are enough to precipitate into gods! 

 

Ye Chen opened her eyes and wanted to explore what was the end of the tear pool? But the small tear 

pool seems to contain infinite space. No matter how far Ye Chen looks, he can't cross the long river of 

time and explore the trace of the other bank. 

 

The demon emperor looked at the bamboo forest, but he didn't dare to approach it rashly. 

 

Ye Chen didn't see much abnormality for a while. He was wondering. The demon emperor suddenly 

stretched out his palm and spewed out a magic gas. 

 

But when the evil Qi was taken off its sheath, the devil emperor of Zhetian quickly cut off the connection 

with it. 

 

Almost at the same time, the bamboo nearest to them changed in an instant! The green and transparent 

bamboo God quickly bent down and opened countless big mouths with fangs all over it. 

 

Just for a moment, it swallowed up the Aura! 

 

Those bamboos are not smart, but they can detect the essence of the prey. It seems to be angry. 

Knowing that the people on the shore are playing with it, they can't help twitching the bamboo body 

madly to pull several people into the water. 

 

Ye Chen took two steps back, ten meters away from the tear pool. 

 

The crazy bamboo was only two or three meters offshore, so it didn't dare to stretch forward. It slowly 

shrank back. After a while, it resumed its beautiful posture of quietly blooming. 

 

Seeing this, Ji Siqing was still terrified and said: 

 



"Fortunately, master devil caught me in time! Otherwise, I might become the prey swallowed by those 

bamboos!" 

 

Ye chensi cableway: "it seems that this tear pool is not as simple as we think..." 

 

He took out a bottle, where there was the last ghost of sun Yerong. 

 

Now like this, he dare not put the remnant soul into the pool and condense it into a complete soul. 

 

"It's true that some people are laying out in the dark. Those unidentified creatures will attack us! So we 

have to be vigilant!" 

 

Ye Chen said, directly took out the wish star, divided it into three, turned it into a coat and covered 

them. 

 

Since people can't pass, try puppets! 

 

"Brahma divine skill: military formula!" 

 

Ye Chen's hands were sealed, and with him as the center, the obscure array pattern began to spread. 

 

He wanted to see what was on the other side of the tear pool! 

 

so The soldiers who condensed the power of the law here emerged one by one and jumped into it 

bravely. 

 

The bamboos rioted one after another, one by one, and the big mouths swallowed up the soldiers. 

 

But will the troops condensed by the military formula only run amok? 

 



With Ye Chen's meditation, immediately, the souls of several soldiers who rushed to the front burst, and 

the powerful impact instantly broke the green bamboo in front of him. 
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Several people seemed to hear a painful cry from the depths of the void. 

 

Then several more soldiers exploded and died under Ye Chen's control, affecting Bizhu in the tear pool. 

 

Although those bamboos have no wisdom, they also realize that something is wrong. Their bamboo 

bodies avoid one after another, but how can they leave when they are rooted in the pool of tears? 

 

After the heavy explosion, the bamboo in the tear pool was one tenth less. 

 

And the strongest green bamboo can't help it at this time. Its branches rise into the sky and can't bend 

down to attack. 

 

Only its green branches changed color and gradually poured into darkness. 

 

The frightening dark force, also from an unknown depth, slowly moved down the huge bamboo and 

finally broke out of the hole. 

 

When the dark force appeared, the clear and gentle water surface of the tear pool finally set off some 

waves, and the thunder surge became more and more fierce in the sky. 

 

Ye Chen and others can't see what it is. They can only judge it according to the outline. It's a humanoid 

creature. 

 

The man was dark and his limbs seemed to blend with his body without any trace. 

 



He suddenly appeared, quietly, and on his dark body, there were Avenue runes flashing. 

 

And the mysterious symbols flow constantly, which makes people look at it and fear it. 

 

The demon emperor gazed for a long time and warned: "be careful, I'm afraid it's not a real human, but 

a puppet made of some kind of dark immortal gold!" 

 

He once wandered through many ruins, studied ancient methods, and heard of the making methods of 

such dark puppets. 

 

Only by taking immortal gold from the ancient dark forbidden area can we gather the raw materials for 

refining puppets. 

 

The next step is to use a special soul method to recreate the heaven and earth by reversing the life of 

the imprisoned spirit. 

 

Only when the powerful spirit matches the body can a black gold puppet be made. 

 

Ye Chen looked into the distance and looked at the black gold puppet from a distance. 

 

The puppet's eyes are empty, ruthless and indifferent. He has completely lost his emotion as a human 

being. 

 

He should have been a powerful existence, with an incomparably broad spirit and outstanding spirit. He 

was buried here for some reason. He was cut off from the past and refined into a puppet. 

 

But, after all, it's just a puppet! 

 

Boom! 

 

The black gold puppet hit like a thunderbolt, setting off a torrent of startling waves. 



 

The black thunder light gathered in his palm, and in a moment, he rushed towards Ye Chen and others, 

tearing the sky. Endless storms came from the gap of the stars and rushed to the soul! 

 

This black and gold puppet has a big star falling when he makes a move. His strength is incomparably 

strong. 

 

A force beyond the rules came in the air. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are cold. This puppet may be stronger than him at the peak! 

 

But so what? 

 

And fight! 

 

"Nine heavenly divinity: daqianchonglou palm!" 

 

Ye Chen took the earth as the foundation, and his body was filled with terrible martial arts rhyme, as if 

thousands of heavy buildings reappeared. 

 

The sky, stars and meteorites were not moved by the wind and thunder in the palm of the hand. 

 

On the contrary, there was a violent tremor on the ground thousands of miles around, as if a whole 

huge volcano was about to erupt. 

 

Ye Chen is in the center of the storm and the master of the storm! 

 

Borrow from the ground and get out of nature! 

 



There is a shift between heaven and earth, time and space, which is also a peerless magic power 

complementary to reincarnation blood, with thousands of changes. 

 

What ye Chen has mastered now is just a few. 

 

This time, he would rise from the ground by the force of the terrain. The stones and flying sand on the 

ground were shocked by the inexplicable surging force. 

 

For a time, sand and dust swept through, like an Earth Dragon through the ages, and now it has 

awakened. 

 

His two palms suddenly pushed upward, with it as the center, countless cracks spread like a cobweb, 

countless! 

 

The great power of the earth, transcending the mundane and reaching the top! 

 

On one side is endless thunder, on the other side is the earth explosion God's palm. The two do not give 

way to each other. Order and rules turn into a substantive spirit of killing and cutting, disorderly fighting 

and roaring. 

 

Dark clouds and thunder, mixed with tens of thousands of sand and stone tornadoes, almost submerged 

this forbidden area. 

 

Emperor zhetien and Ji Siqing took out defensive means respectively, left early and avoided the storm in 

the center of the battlefield. 

 

They can no longer participate in the battle of these laws! 

 

In the center of the battlefield, ye Chen killed red eyes, and two heavenly swords took over Daqian 

Chonglou's palm and suddenly threw it out. 

 

The figure of the blood dragon roared into the air, like a king for a time. 



 

The black gold puppet had no follow-up means to deal with it. He was patted by the tail of the blood 

dragon and shook out for a long time! 

 

But just at this time, the rules around the puppet were a little loose. 

 

A period of consciousness came out and entered Ye Chen's mind! 

 

"Incredibly still have remnant spirit?" leaf Chen suddenly surprised. 

 

"Yes... This is the last remnant of my soul. I came from the world. I came here to find an opportunity, but 

I didn't expect that the spirit would be collected here..." 

 

That faint thought was extremely unwilling. 

 

He has crossed the long river of those years and cut off the past time in order to practice here. 

 

In the end, it encountered a space black hole rarely seen in millions of years. 

 

The body dies, and the spirit stays here. It's painful. 

 

"Remember... The pool water here is just a lure. If you have thoughts, you can't come in... The real 

treasure is in the depths of this bamboo forest... Only those with clear mind can enter..." 

Chapter 7186 

 

 

 

This wisp of mind became weaker and weaker, as if it had completely disappeared, completely 

disappeared in the long river of time. 

 



The next moment, the black and gold puppet became cold and awe inspiring again. 

 

But before the puppet moved, he was caught by a pair of imaginary hands. 

 

That's actually a means of hiding the soul! 

 

WOW! 

 

The black gold puppet struggled desperately, but could not get rid of the shackles of his hands and was 

dragged into the abyss at the bottom of the tear pool. 

 

The huge bamboo was angry, but it couldn't stop it! You can only express your emotions by the roar of 

the wind. 

 

Ye Chen, on the other hand, got the last point of the divine idea. 

 

Then his eyes lit up. 

 

Because that wisp of thought conveyed by the other party is a long buried killing move! Just for revenge. 

 

"Take this, you can safely cross here and reach the real tear pool. There will be your real enemy! 

Remember, when the other party's defense is lax, use this thing and you will be killed in one blow!" 

 

"I want to thank you for giving me this chance to revenge! I have too many regrets in my life. Now I've 

finished one of them..." 

 

As soon as the sound of this thought fell, ye Chen only saw the black gold puppet explode violently, and 

the violent light wave set off a large wave, which rolled directly on the huge bamboo forest. 

 

Ye Chen immediately understood. 



 

It turned out that this man's ultimate goal is to pull this bamboo forest, that is, the culprit will die 

together. 

 

This battle with Ye Chen finally enabled him to use his means of ambushing for many years. 

 

Ye Chen held a piece of black gold in his hand, on which there was a trace of light. 

 

From the black gold fragments, he knew the man's last words. 

 

He pursued the ultimate martial arts all his life, was secretly plotted, fell from the throne of God 

Emperor, and lived a very struggling life. 

 

In order to seek opportunities and return to the peak, he did not hesitate to surrender his identity and 

came to the world of heaven, hoping to obtain the inheritance of the tear pool. 

 

But I never thought that the spirit would fall here and become a puppet. 

 

Even if he died forever, he was unwilling to accept such humiliating treatment. 

 

So he chose to die together and assimilate into ashes with the bamboo forest. 

 

Ye Chen sighed gently. This person is also a sad role. 

 

However, there is still a line of small characters engraved on his black gold fragment. He has sealed all 

the inherited martial arts in this fragment. As long as ye Chen gets the realm of Tianjun and Laozu, he 

can unlock the seal and accept his inheritance! 

 

When ye Chen saw this line of words, he immediately fell into meditation. 

 



There are other worlds beyond the universe, which can not be called the real world. 

 

Now ye Chen may know what kind of world it is. The world of nothingness may also be called the 

universe. 

 

Hongjun's grandfather tore the barriers of the real world. I'm afraid he went to the world! 

 

But he didn't think about it now, because the so-called world may not intersect with him. 

 

The supreme world may be his end. Having fulfilled his promise and watching the sunset with the people 

he loves may be the end of martial arts. 

 

Ye Chen no longer thought much, put away the black gold fragments, and then empty his mind and 

throw away all his thoughts. 

 

He kept in mind the advice given by the strong man. 

 

As for the trip to the tearful pool, the risk should be borne by him alone. There are always people on the 

shore who have to tell the truth. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen did not let the devil emperor and Ji Siqing participate in it. 

 

After some consolation, Ji Siqing finally agreed with Ye Chen to go alone, but she also showed that once 

Ye Chen was in danger, she would come to the rescue at the first time. 

 

"Don't worry, there's no danger." 

 

Ye Chen smiled, then turned around and faced the tear pool. 

 

He has completely emptied his mind and threw away all his thoughts. The reincarnation spirit seems to 

have entered a nothingness world. 



 

The spirit led him, as if he had entered the deepest part of the long river of time. 

 

Wading through the water in the tear pool, ye Chen passed by, which was clear and even contained light 

sediment. 

 

His flesh and blood strength is enough to resist the infection of the tear pool. The essence is boiling, the 

divine consciousness is fully opened, and the flesh body also emits a faint radiance, just like a golden 

man. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen also noticed that this is not a real tear pool at all. 

 

At this moment, the water all over the pool boils and converges into a wave knife that can tear up the 

world. 

 

But ye Chen didn't panic at all. After he entered the wonderful realm, naturally, there was a strong smell 

of fairy way, far exceeding the false tear pool. 

 

So when the wave knife reached him, half an inch could no longer move forward, but retreated slowly. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Zhan Zhan. He saw some clues and continued to move forward until the wave knife 

would completely disintegrate, and the resistance here would lose its effect. 

 

Three seconds later, the wave knife completely dissipated, and the whole pool water evaporated. Only 

the large pieces of bamboo knocked down by the spirit were scattered. 

 

Ye Chen came to the bamboo forest and found that there were still residues at the root of the bamboo. 

Looking down, he found that there was a trace of liquid as thick as jade flowing in it. 

 

This is probably the essence of the tears pool. 

 



As ye Chen thought, his five fingers became claws and infiltrated into it. Suddenly, he entered a 

mysterious world. The spirit surged, and a reincarnation disk rose automatically in his body. Life and 

death, yin and Yang seemed to change here. 

 

This touch, ye Chen unexpectedly gave birth to a lot of feelings. 

 

It's about reincarnation. 

Chapter 7187 

 

 

 

In that new world, there is a small sword carrying his consciousness, shuttling through the void, the 

sword swims through the void, and experiences the infinite mystery. 

 

For a time, ye Chen was petrified like a sculpture and fell into deep thinking. 

 

On the opposite shore, white fog gradually appeared, and light water stains remained at the bottom of 

the water, blocking the line of sight for a time. 

 

Ye chenjing stood on the edge of the bamboo forest and seemed to be fixed. 

 

Ji Siqing was worried when he saw that ye Chen had not responded for a long time, so he wanted to go 

down the pool and go to the rescue. 

 

She doesn't want Ye Chen to have an accident. If someone does, she'd rather be herself. 

 

But the demon emperor caught her in time. 

 

"Miss Ji, you don't have to worry. Ye Chen is not in danger, but understanding the Tao." 

 



Naturally, the demon emperor who covered the sky can see that ye Chen has entered a mysterious 

state, and the Qi mechanism of the whole person is integrated with the heaven and earth here. 

 

"Enlightenment?" Ji Siqing was a little surprised, but she soon figured it out. 

 

This place is quite mysterious and has many opportunities. There may be some treasures and martial 

arts hidden in the bamboo forest. 

 

So she was here, waiting for ye Chen's return. 

 

Ye Chen is suppressing the air sea of the riot and attributing it to his abdomen, where he turns into a 

concentrated divine power and emits it bit by bit to nourish the flesh. 

 

When the fog covered up the appearance of the peripheral tear pool and completely blocked it in front 

of Ye Chen, the invisible other bank slowly became clear. 

 

Ye Chen is still immersed in the world of consciousness, unaware. 

 

Above his head, a roulette rose, shining like the sun, flowing the profound meaning of martial arts. 

 

But what ye Chen didn't notice was that a mysterious figure came out not far from him. 

 

The figure was wet all over, but there was no sound when he stepped on the ground. 

 

Her figure floated in the air, her eyes were cold, and there was no human emotion. 

 

The strange looking figure looks like a woman from the outline. 

 

But who is she? Where did it come from? Why stay in the depths of this tear pool? 

 



All this is a mystery! 

 

After several changes, her slender arm turned into a soft water sword, shaking gently like a poisonous 

snake, and came to Ye Chen. 

 

The next moment, you can penetrate Ye Chen's body. 

 

Ye Chen has entered a critical moment at the moment. If he is interrupted, I'm afraid his martial arts 

perception will be terminated, and his previous achievements will be wasted. 

 

That cold figure doesn't care! Her purpose is to kill Ye Chen. 

 

Qiang! 

 

She didn't seem to be happy, angry or sad, and she didn't have any emotional fluctuations. She just 

walked straight and started with an extremely ordinary hand. 

 

Everything seems natural and reasonable. 

 

But at this time, ye Chen felt something. 

 

He is full of mysterious symbols, especially the divine disk like the sun, which emits golden sunlight and 

thousands of bright lights. 

 

Ye Chen didn't choose to quit the state of cultivation and perception for the enemy's attack, but his eyes 

coagulated and summoned the snow buried Stardust for defense. 

 

The golden Roulette has become more brilliant. 

 

The confrontation between the two sides was officially launched. 



 

Ye Chen opened her eyes and still couldn't see through the face surrounded by fog. 

 

"You are the initiator behind the scenes!" 

 

Ye Chen looked at her and said faintly. 

 

But the hot sun wheel overhead also landed with a bang. 

 

The figure did not answer him, but made a roar like a beast, and the whole body rushed over, slamming 

into the Stardust! 

 

Ye Chenren is in a state of enlightenment. What he understands is very mysterious and resonates with 

the theory of reincarnation. 

 

I'm afraid it would be a pity to give up. 

 

So ye Chen wants to finish this road until he understands it. 

 

He was already prepared for this danger. 

 

The figure bumped into the snow hidden Stardust, not only did not break this layer of defense, but was 

swallowed by the wind and snow all over the sky. 

 

And this collision was to hit the layer of shell wrapped in her body, which was full of cracks. 

 

Even the mask on his face was knocked open. 

 

At this time, ye Chen finally saw the face of the man in front of him. 

 



Gentle and soft, as like as two peas of wood he had just come in. 

 

This is what Jianjia fairy looks like. 

 

"Is it you?" Ye Chen's eyes suddenly became sharp, "or it's not you." 

 

He could tell that the man in front of him smelled very evil and must not be good. 

 

"Don't you want fortune? I can give it to you." 

 

The man spoke, but his voice was neither male nor female, harsh as frosted. 

 

At the same time, he looked at Ye Chen calmly, as if staring at a corpse. 

 

Ye Chen, who is understanding and influencing, instinctively detects something wrong. 

 

"The way of heaven is endless. How much can you understand? It's just a circle in place!" 

 

The voice opened coldly, with a hint of disdain. 

 

Ye Chen's mental world, originally a clear sky, suddenly became cloudy, with surging thunder. 

 

The power of yin and Yang keeps flowing, and the balance between life and death has been broken. 

Now there is only a dead sea. Staying in Ye Chen's conscious world, you can't sink at all! 

 

Ye Chen was greatly shocked. He didn't expect that a small move from the other party could make such 

a manic change in his body! 

 

He quickly turned his mind, but once the Tao mind was disordered, how could it be so easy to recover? 



 

A thought of eternity, if not well controlled, I'm afraid it will get entangled again. 

 

This kind of thinking has triggered changes between heaven and earth. The sudden outbreak of heavenly 

punishment is like thunder and lightning startling clouds. It is boundless. You can't find the end or the 

other shore! 

 

When Tao attacked, it brought bursts of thunder. Countless rules swam and practiced in Ye Chen's mind, 

dazzling him. 

 

Sometimes it's not good to get too much. 

 

Ye Chen was surrounded by glow, and regular lightning came over his head, like lightning in the clouds. 

It was boundless and powerful. 

 

The figure stood quietly in the air, watching the performance here. 

 

She disturbs Ye Chen's thoughts with heaven's reason. She doesn't need her hand behind, and ye Chen 

will be swallowed up by endless rules. 

 

In Ye Chen's mind space, the sky disaster came and the thunder flashed. He just wanted to summon a 

treasure to resist the sky disaster, but at this time, a grass appeared impressively, as if it were a 

harmless object that contained all the attacks in heaven and earth. 

 

Xiaocao appeared at the critical moment and blocked most of the lightning attack for ye Chen without 

complaint. 

 

Ye Chen really saw the thunder robbery. Although there were countless lightning behind the clouds, he 

was still happy and not afraid. 
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"These heavenly punishments, from different worlds, can react with my reincarnation blood!" 

 

Under the threat of endless thunder light, ye Chen seemed to see something clearly, and the light in his 

eyes became more and more prosperous. 

 

The firm way at the bottom of his heart is the way of reincarnation, and no one can shake it. 

 

Only when he and the way of reincarnation complement each other and achieve each other, can he 

have the opportunity to climb to the top of the world. 

 

"No matter where you come from, the laws and rules of heaven can only serve the reincarnation blood." 

 

Ye Chen strengthened her faith in her heart. 

 

The grass stopped most of his attacks for him, but at this time, his flesh was completely exposed, so the 

thunder light over him immediately split him into flesh and blood. 

 

Ye Chen's body was swept by a mighty lightning under the interweaving of lightning. This time, he was 

not afraid, because he found that under the siege of these heavenly principles, although his body was 

blown to pieces. 

 

But those natural principles and rules will be repaired in time, and his recombined body will be more 

tenacious than before. 

 

This is the so-called misfortune, happiness and misfortune. 

 

Ye Chen did not fall into panic or despair, because he found that with his body broken down by 

lightning, the law he understood was almost transformed into an entity. The shape was like liquid 

medicine flowing in his body, repairing the deformity of the spirit and reshaping the flesh. 

 

Soon after the thunder raged, it finally stopped slowly. 



 

Deep in the sky, clouds filled the air. The two outside couldn't see what ye Chen looked like, but it was 

certain that ye Chen wouldn't come out intact. 

 

The thunder gradually dispersed, while ye Chen sat on the broken bamboo forest. 

 

At the root of the bamboo forest, there are some milky white liquid floating gently, which contains a 

very powerful spirit. 

 

At ordinary times, just one drop can make people relaxed and happy. 

 

That is the tears left by the Jianjia fairy. They turn into a tear pool and last forever. 

 

His skin was white and delicate, even more fresh and tender than a newborn baby. With the 

nourishment of the water in the tear pool, his temperament changed a lot. 

 

Now ye Chen is like a cocoon broken butterfly. He knows that what he uses is only part of the tear pool, 

and the real big head is still behind. 

 

As soon as he waved his hand, the original power of all things at birth began to rise, which was full of 

vitality. 

 

This touch of vitality broke the silence here, directly let the thick white fog break a Xiaguang, split the 

waves and cut the waves directly to the other bank, forming a brilliant Jinhui Avenue. 

 

The devil emperor and Ji Siqing also reacted. They quickly set foot on this Jinhui Avenue and came to the 

depths of the pool through the gradually dissipated thick fog. 

 

It turns out that in the depths of this pool, there is another fairy pool, which is the real tear pool! 

 

That pool flows with golden water, which is very sacred and vast. 



 

At the top of the pool, there was a human shadow, and the remaining golden pool water slowly rolled 

into several water columns! It penetrates through her skin pores, bit by bit, and magnifies her breath. 

 

Ye Chen was standing on the avenue, staring at the front, and didn't shoot immediately. Because from 

the appearance, the figure is the remnant soul that talked with them in the wooden house in the herb 

garden. 

 

But now the remnant soul has changed its shape. There are dozens of green lotus seeds in front of her, 

standing in the air and floating quietly. 

 

This lotus seed is as like as two peas in the leaf. 

 

Soon after they crossed the Jinhui Avenue, they heard a broken sound behind them. It turned out that 

the tide of the golden tear pool swept out and washed down the avenue. 

 

The pool is not wide, but it is very turbulent. 

 

They came to Ye Chen and looked along their eyes. They also saw those green lotus seeds and 

understood something in an instant. 

 

"All this is really designed!" 

 

The blue lotus seed took them all the way inside since it came in. I'm afraid the mysterious woman had 

already controlled the way, leading them into the trap step by step. 

 

The identity of the mysterious woman is unknown, but several people can be sure that it must be 

related to the Jianjia fairy. 

 

The mysterious woman suddenly opened her eyes and seemed to have infinite divine power, sweeping 

the angry sea and running to the sky. 

 



Until then, they could see clearly that there were many dead bones buried under the sacred golden 

pool. I'm afraid they were all left by the people who came here to ask questions. 

 

Further away in the valley, there are many corpses lying on the ground. They are all Big Macs. They are 

crowded in the valley and almost occupy all the wide cracks. 

 

Some of them are the ancient race of the universe, and some are the most famous giant race. 

 

There is even a golden winged ROC. The spirit has dissipated, and the body is still covered with Rune 

rules. It has not been erased for thousands of years and is extremely tough. 

 

Some of the corpses are intact, some are rotten, and others are almost out of shape, but there is no 

smell of putrefaction here. 

 

Because these bodies have become the nourishment of the tear pool to some extent. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen narrowed her eyes. If Hongjun knew that the tear pool left by himself and his 

Taoist partners had become a sharp weapon for others to commit murder, I don't know how she would 

feel. 

 

Suddenly, a force filled the sky, forming daytime fireworks, turned into a light, obscuring the space of 

more than ten thousand miles. 

 

It turned out that the mysterious woman had absorbed the power of the last lotus seed. The Taoist 

meaning was powerful, round and incomparable. 
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The demon emperor tried to break through the defense here with magic weapons, but the magic knife 

he wielded just broke into pieces. 

 



Then it was crushed by the inexplicable power! 

 

"What the hell are you?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes seemed to break through vanity and stared at the mysterious woman at the end of the 

tear pool. 

 

At this time, an old voice sounded in Ye Chen's mind. 

 

"Boy, I just remembered a legend about this place in the past years. Would you like to listen to it?" 

 

It was Huang Lao who was talking. He had lived so long that some memories were missing. 

 

"Senior, please speak!" 

 

Ye Chen said immediately. 

 

"After the Jianjia fairy founded the Jianjia sword sect, she hasn't fallen ill. She once led the Jianjia sword 

sect for some time." 

 

"It was also at this time that Jianjia fairy accepted a female disciple with extremely outstanding talent. It 

took only three years to understand the sword technique created by Jianjia fairy. It can be said that it is 

arbitrary forever! A blockbuster!" 

 

"The female disciple later became the true disciple of Jianjia fairy, named Qinglian fairy. She was 

regarded as the heir of orthodoxy. She had a promising future, but she suddenly fell for some reason. 

Jianjia fairy didn't disclose the reason to the outside world, but buried Qinglian fairy alone." 

 

"Jianjia fairy stayed on the tomb for a whole year, leaving tears of heartache and regret, so she turned 

into this tear pool." 

 



Ye Chen felt very strange when he heard the speech. 

 

"Senior, but according to the news I heard, this is the tears left by Hongjun's ancestor!" 

 

Huang Lao smiled: "if it's really Hongjun's tears, do you think this person can take advantage of it?" 

 

Ye Chen knew immediately. 

 

"According to the gossip I heard, there is such a description: it is said that Qinglian fairy may be the 

daughter of Hongjun's father and Jianjia fairy! Therefore, Jianjia fairy will be so sad when it falls." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned when she heard the news. 

 

The daughter of Hongjun's ancestor and Jianjia fairy? If this kind of news is spread, it will certainly shock 

the whole world. 

 

After all, people in all worlds know that Hongjun's ancestor didn't have children at his knees, and Jianjia 

fairy is also a person who pursues the ultimate Avenue. 

 

With their personalities, they won't do such a thing at all. 

 

Of course, this is only one of the versions circulating in the world of heaven. There are several more 

bizarre versions, so I won't repeat them one by one. 

 

It is certain that the flesh of Qinglian fairy is being manipulated by this mysterious creature to attack 

them. 

 

"The key to the resurrection that Ren tiannv and you said is probably on the green lotus fairy!" the old 

man's voice came. 

 

Ye chending looked at the figure, and the idea of war gradually appeared in his eyes. 



 

The main purpose of his coming this time is to obtain the materials for the resurrection of sun Yerong. 

 

And now it's almost done. 

 

This person is the key in the key. 

 

"Go!" 

 

Ye Chen's arm condensed a mass of Buddha light, which burst out in an instant, and the divine power 

was boiling. 

 

After the war with the Buddha, when the Buddha light became more and more condensed, it was fierce, 

and even could eliminate the void, which was extremely terrible. 

 

The mysterious woman was not disorderly in the face of danger. With a wave of her palm, the fog rose 

and quickly extended into several chains to fight with the Buddha light. 

 

The two sides fell into a stalemate. Ji Siqing and the devil emperor also shot one after another. The 

three forces all burst up, but were blocked by the light and fog. 

 

The mysterious woman was not afraid at all. After she breathed and breathed, thousands of silk threads 

rushed out, gradually stripped like cocoons and divided into sharp killing opportunities. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed. He grabbed the cobweb formed by the light and tore open two big holes. 

 

The three forces kept pestering, and soon there was a rumbling sound. 

 

This mysterious land is usually quiet, but now it is rolling up endless storms. 

 



"This is your own death!" 

 

The mysterious woman finally said the first word. 

 

However, the sound was like a man and a woman, which was very difficult to distinguish. The violent 

roar came in an instant, making people suddenly deaf. 

 

The devil emperor and Ji Siqing could not Parry these moves for a time, so they had to bite their teeth 

and quickly retreat. 

 

If it's slower, I'm afraid their spirits will be cracked. 

 

"This flesh is mine. None of you can take it away!" 

 

The mysterious woman looked like crazy, and directly raised thousands of strands of Avenue air waves, 

which hung in the far air. Countless waves rolled quickly and talked endlessly. 

 

This kind of Qi machine is almost invincible, which makes people unprepared. For a while, they can't 

react at all. 

 

Ji Siqing and Zhetian demon emperor stepped out of the Qianchong Avenue respectively, so that the 

attack in front of them stopped slowly, and they were forced back to a very far place, unable to launch a 

counterattack for a time. 

 

But on the other side, ye Chen's expression was not moved at all. He coldly put on a face and 

immediately patted forward with his big hand. 

 

This beat stirred up thousands of waves, boundless Xiaoxiao waves, and immediately went upstream to 

the sky, blocking the power he brought. 

 

The fight against the Buddha emerged and blocked the towering attack for Ji Siqing and the devil 

emperor! 



 

"Don't be too proud! You're just a wisp of ghost. What qualifications do you have to be so arrogant?" 

 

Among Ye Chen's body, there are all kinds of blood surging wildly. This is the spirit of the Lord of 

reincarnation. Even if the other party is a wisp of evil thoughts left by Jianjia fairy, it is only a wisp of 

residual soul after all. 

 

No matter how powerful, ye Chen can't feel the real fear! 

 

After Huang Lao's explanation, ye Chen understood that the flesh left by the green lotus fairy was the 

key to revive sun Yerong's ghost. 

 

The green lotus fairy, who was amazing and gorgeous in those years, had incomparable talent. After the 

spirit dissipated, the flesh was also indelible. 

 

The body left by the green lotus fairy here is not limited by the reincarnation of time. As long as the 

spirit can be integrated into it, the body can be occupied and resurrected. 

 

Of course, we have to have a real spirit. Similar to the spiritual thoughts left by the Jianjia fairy, they 

have evolved into evil thoughts. 

 

Even if she is given another 100000 years, it is impossible to really refine this flesh body. 

 

"Give up the struggle. Even if you are in charge of this flesh body now, you will be excluded in less than 

half a month and can't really integrate with it!" 

 

Ye Chen ruthlessly exposed the truth, and his tone was very cold. 

 

It became very ironic when it fell to the mysterious woman's ear. 

 

"Shut up! The body of the green lotus fairy is mine, and no one can take it away! Go to hell!" 



 

At the moment, the mysterious woman was like a wild beast with crazy hair. She was no longer plain 

and completely lost her mind. 

Chapter 7190 

 

She launched a fierce blow against the Buddha light. 

 

In both hands, anger flows, mixed with the strong power of this heaven and earth, which is enough to 

shake the sky and shoot down the stars. 

 

But ye Chen is happy and not afraid. He has the support of reincarnation blood. In addition, the crown of 

thorns is integrated with blood, and the whole person is almost integrated with heaven and earth. 

 

A magic light suddenly broke out, resulting in a fierce explosion, boiling, and the void disappeared, 

which was extremely terrible. 

 

This evil thought left by the Jianjia fairy has given birth to a lot of wisdom and knows how to play with 

people. 

 

When fighting against the Buddha, there is thunder in the palm, which is integrated with the most holy 

golden light. The thunder of the avenue suddenly roars and carries out the ancient and modern times. 

On the mysterious woman, there are light chains shuttling out and extending rapidly, constantly fighting 

with the Buddha light without losing the wind. 

 

The endless Buddha light is like clouds enveloping the endless light. It is sacred, peaceful and 

incomparable. 

 

Under such an attack, the mysterious woman's eyes suddenly changed. 

 

Her spirit thoughts poured out without leaving any room. Unexpectedly, several small insects were 

derived, fluttering and buzzing. They resonated with the whole void, and then collapsed one after 

another. 

 



These insects are very strange, like an immortal Xiaoqiang. They are pumped away by the Buddha light 

again and again, fall into the tear pool, and splash with thousands of waves. 

 

The golden light flashed in Ye Chen's eyes, followed by the five fingers. The vast aura was like a 

mountain falling! 

 

Buzz! 

 

There was a violent turbulence in the whole void. 

 

He could see the strong evil thoughts contained in these insects. Once they were close, he was afraid 

that he would be swallowed up by the evil thoughts. 

 

"Your method is only effective for those with evil intentions! It's not effective for me!" 

 

Ye Chen showed the formula of the mother sword of all things. With his hands, one lightsaber after 

another tore the void, took a thousand waves and jumped at the insects. 

 

This time, the mysterious woman was completely flustered. 

 

"How possible!" 

 

She didn't believe that ye Chen had two or three such mysterious magic skills. 

 

Even the Jianjia fairy had only one or two of them. 

 

Moreover, the mother sword formula of all things is born with the attribute of light and powerful. It is in 

the forefront of the nine heavenly gods, and has a natural suppression on her insect transformed from 

evil thoughts. 

 



The sword array runs through and kills the insects turned into spirits. The wisps of spirit thoughts are 

scattered again and return to the mysterious woman. 

 

The mysterious woman's eyes were very cold. She only saw that she had not won Ye Chen after a few 

rounds. For her, it was a shame. 

 

After all, the invaders several times or even hundreds of times stronger than ye Chen were defeated by 

her. Even if ye Chen is the so-called Lord of reincarnation, it is impossible to defeat her! 

 

"Originally you could have a way back, but now you have only a dead end, because you have successfully 

angered me!" 

 

The woman's voice was incomparably cold. When ye Chen heard the speech, he was dumbfounded. 

 

Have you seen too many TV dramas? So in two. 

 

The mysterious woman moved as she said. This time, she still released insects, but compared with the 

previous small-scale temptation, the mysterious woman simply used her best. 

 

From her mouth, nose and eyes, dense insects flew out. Those insects were about the size of fingers and 

shaped like flying ants, but they were hundreds of times more fierce than flying ants. 

 

The insects flew over, expanded to the size of a fist and covered the whole sky. They looked terrible, like 

locusts crossing the border and no grass. 

 

Ye Chen seemed thin in front of the overwhelming tide. 

 

It's like a boat submerged by the tide! 

 

Those insects burst out extremely strong light, just like a sudden rise of the sun. They all opened their 

sharp teeth and spit out spider silk hard white lines. 

 



These white lines formed a net, turned into heavy constraints, bound the fighting Buddha standing in 

the air, and shrouded Ye Chen. 

 

Countless insects roared and made an extremely ugly strange sound, which was tens of thousands of 

times more harsh than the cicadas. 

 

WOW! 

 

Ye Chen immediately urged the power of reincarnation, protected his wrist, and then grabbed the big 

net. The hot power came, which made him feel the hot temperature immediately. 

 

With a low cry and a strong pull, he found that the net was extremely tough. Even the blessing of 

reincarnation could only break a few. 

 

The flames interweaved one after another, like a dragon blowing flames, which was almost going to 

destroy this land boundary. 

 

Ye Chen's face became extremely dignified. He didn't expect that several insects transformed by the 

spirit were so difficult, which greatly surprised him. 

 

If these insects come out of shape, even if one of them finds an attachment and cultivates into a beast, 

it must be a fierce beast with incomparably powerful blood power! 

 

Every one that appears in the heavens will become a disaster endangering one side. 

 

After all, these insects only devour in their eyes, and there are no rules to tell! As long as they encounter 

other creatures, they will kill them and swallow the spirits. 

 

If they are hungry, these insects will also devour other creatures and use the spirit as nourishment. It 

sounds terrible. 

 

Boom! 



 

At this time, a wisp of black gas came quietly not far away, and went straight to the lower third road of 

Ye Chen from the bottom of the net. 

 

It was a black spirit worm with a full breath. It was much stronger than those small soldiers. 


